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FINAL REPORT 

SPAIN ETHICAL TRADE SUPPLIERS FORUM 

Sevilla, Tuesday, March 28, 2017 

I.- OPENING 

The session was opened by Sergio Barbera, from Conexion Social, who delivered a 
general presentation of how the event would run throughout the day. A review on the 
genesis of the forums, their evolution and goals was presented then.  

He acknowledged the important role of importers in supporting suppliers and the 
logistics for these events. Special mention to Pepo Castilla from the company 
Soloberry for his effort to bring to the Forum the Labor and Social Security inspector, 
Blanca González García. 

Pepo Castilla made also a presentation and 
review of the Regional Forums held 
throughout 2016, including the topics 
covered in each of them, objectives, 
motivation data, etc. 

The general conclusions of these forums as 
per the attendees assessments were: 

 

• It is good to share and learn from other 
companies in the Sector, from successes and from mistakes. 

• The Forum helps to 
understand the requirements 
that retailers and importers 
need to meet 

• Encourage participation and 

build links to work together 
and improve worker welfare 
in the industry as well as 
working towards responsible 
and sustainable companies. 

 

Then Sergio gave some time to the members of each table to introduce themselves, 
and then gave way to a video summary of the six regional forums held in June and 
October 2016. Here is the link for the video:   https://youtu.be/Ou1pU5K0thU  

 

Sergio Barberá and Pepo Castilla 

https://youtu.be/Ou1pU5K0thU
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Sergio went on to detail the 
KPI (indicators) of the results 
of the regional forums, 
commenting on the number 
and profile of the attendees, 
and the evolution based on 
the results of the surveys 
made during the June 
Forums, comparing them with 
the data that was requested 
during the registration of the 
Forum to attendees. This data 
is related to the measurement 

of the work turnover rate, motivation, etc., and show a positive evolution. At the same 
time they are indicators that serve to improve and set goals to achieve. 

The KPI showed the following results over the attendees to the Forums: 

 

                                            June 2016   Æ March 2017 

Workers surveys?                                    50%         Æ       87% 

Motivation Strategies?                           33%        Æ       76% 

Workers turnover rate estimation?    33%        Æ       58%  

 

II.- RETAILERS & IMPORTERS 

Aisha Aswani from The Co-
operative and Jonathan 
Mason from AG Thames, 
presented the Ethical Trade 
management in the supply 
chain from the perspective 
of retailers and importers. 
The importance of this kind 
of forums and the benefits 
for the continuous 
improvement of the industry 
and workers welfare were 
highlighted. They 
commented the reasons 

Aisha Aswani and Jonathan Mason 
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that leaded them to support this initiative, that were to promote human rights, to 
build a safe space for colleagues to share challenges, to find practical and scalable 
solutions and to move beyond compliance by listening their suppliers, understanding 
the challenges and working together towards the solutions, knowing the 
improvements and results of these solutions and supporting the work done at the 
Forum.  

Combining compliance with industry collaboration means that we can tackle both site 
level issues and wider industry challenges. Both encouraged the delegates to 
participate in the Forum through sharing their experiences and asking their questions.  

 

III.- ETI RESEARCH 

The next presentations were delivered by Alessa 
Rigal from the Ethical Trading Initiative who 
presented the ETI organization, the ETI Base 
Code and the diverse activities that they are 
promoting over the World and by Pia Navazo 
from Business and Human Rights, who presented 
the results of the "Human rights due diligence 
research in the Spanish agricultural sector". The 
targets of this research were to achieve a better 
understanding of the particularities of the 
Spanish supply chain, identify and share good 
practices, identify adverse human rights impacts, 
map key actors within the supply chain to 
improve collaboration among them and facilitate 
responsible business amongst businesses and partners. 

Alessa Rigal 
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Amongst the conclusions we could find that the Spanish – UK/European supply chains 
are complex and challenging for companies committed to trading ethically so some 
opportunities to promote good practices were identified.  

Amongst them:   

9 Proactive and progressive 
group  

9 Companies committed to 
working together to lead 
positive change  

9 Continuous learning and 
sharing of good practices 

9 Need for new approaches to 
better identify risks  

9 Renewed collaboration and 
engagement within the supply 
chain  

9 Joint improvement of suppliers’ capacity, policies 
and systems to manage labour risks  

9 Identifying opportunities for collaborative action and engagement  
9 Engaging on a meaningful dialogue about grievance mechanisms 
9 Engaging on a broader multi-stakeholder dialogue 
9 Joining and actively participating in comprehensive multi-stakeholder 

initiatives  
A short debate about the conclusions of these presentations was held until the time 
for the coffee break. 

 

IV.- WORKSHOPS 

At this event, the break out sessions were planned for the morning so the delegates 
chose the workshop they wanted to attend; each workshop was facilitated by a 
different person;  

Workshop 1, which topic was 
agencies monitoring, was 
managed by a local expert, 
Felipe Garoña, from the 
consultancy Migrow, and 
included a business case 
presentation from the company 
SAT Río Cinca delivered by 
Nieves Martin 

 

Pía Navazo 
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Workshop 2, which topic was management systems, was leaded by the Forum 
facilitator, Sergio Barbera 

Workshop 3,  which topic was KPIs, was facilitated by one of the delegates, Pepo 
Castilla from Soloberry.  

Below are the conclusions of the workshops; 

 

WORKSHOP 1 

Topic: "Relationships with Labour Agencies, and Monitoring Protocols”. 

Facilitator: Felipe Garoña,  Migrow. 

At this workshop, Nieves Martín from 
SAT Rio Cinca presented their experience 
with agencies and plan for the following 
season. This plan includes a complete 
monitoring protocol in order to tackle 
any issues related with the worker 
conditions of agency workers.  

 

 

The presentation made by 
Nieves leaded to many 
questions related to the 
hiring process and 
management of agency 
workers as well as to the 
sharing of similar situations 
that other attendees started 
to share spontaneously 
explaining situations that 
they have to deal with 
during their daily work.  

 

During this workshop there were many questions related to agencies from Romania 
that are offering services in the area.  

 

 

 

Felipe Garoña 

Nieves Martín 
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WORKSHOP 2 

Topic: "Management systems approach to driving sustained long-term change". 

Facilitator: Sergio Barberá, Conexion Social 

This workshop included an 
interactive presentation about 
management systems with 
questions and debates with 
the attendees and then a 
practical exercise in order to 
look for root causes and 
effective corrective actions 
in two different examples. 

Amongst the conclusions of 
this workshop it was noted that: 

- Every company has a different path, there are no management systems that 
are exactly the same valid for two different companies.  

- In most cases, to put the labour management system into practice, organizations can 
build over systems, policies, structures and networks already existing within the 
organization itself. 

- A good management system should be permanent, consistent, independent on 
persons who drive it and address the root causes of 
the issues to improve them. 

- Leadership by the top management and continuous 
monitoring are key for the success of the company. 

- Good management systems provide benefits such 
as improved labour relations, early detection of risks 
and system failures, cost savings through 
improvements in system efficiency and improving 
company’s image and reputation.  

During the workshop debates, the contents of a good 
induction information to workers including materials such as workers guide were held. 

The practical exercise followed the purpose to demonstrate that working over one 
root cause can help solving many non conformities that may be caused for situations 
that happen due to that root cause that needs to be addressed. 
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 WORKSHOP 3 

Topic: "KPI to measure the impact over the company results of 
good  working conditions".   

Facilitator: Pepo Castilla, Soloberry 

The goal of this workshop was to help the delegates to 
understand the process of fixing the KPI needed to provide 
information about the evolution and impact over the 
organization of the actions taken from the point of view of 
managing persons. 

During the work some KPI and actions were identified and selected 
as main for 4 different areas: working atmosphere, Training and 
development, Occupational Risks Prevention and wages and 
benefits; below is the summary: 

 

KPI Regarding working 
atmosphere: use of the 
suggestions box, number of 
conflicts, low productivity 
and quality in work, care of 
premises and leisure spaces. 

 

 

 

Actions: workers surveys, production 
goals fixing, meetings, improvement 
of common areas, working groups 
and questionnaires at the season 
start and end. 

KPI regarding Training and 
development: annual trainings by 
each worker, number of internal 
promotions, worker performance assessment, rules of the 
company compliment, number of complaints, increase of production, decrease 
of number of accidents, level of engagement, rate permanent/non permanent 
workers. 

Pepo Castilla 
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Actions: skilled workers data base,  increase of training actions, specific actions 
trainings, internal development options, number of trainings proposed by the workers. 

 

KPI regarding Occupational Risks Prevention; premises (cleaning and order) status, 
number of disciplinary sanctions, accidents rate, response time to answer to accidents, 
number of hours worked. 

Actions: Internal H&S audits, Risk assessment, training actions, PPE handed to workers, 
Preventive and Corrective actions performed, rotation and work organization.  

 

KPI regarding to wages and benefits; low productivity, turnover rate, leaving the 
company for disconformities, working atmosphere survey grade, number of 
promotions, number of grievances, number of wage rising requests, refusing to work 
OT hours per low payment, workers leaving the company for ot being well paid.  

Actions: Wages policy clear and transparent, union or legal mediation, productivity 
bonus, incentives, medical insurance payment, provide prize to productivity in all 
departments 

 

V.- BEST PRACTICES 

After lunch, Teresa Castro from the Portuguesse company Vitacress, presented their 
company business case that was 
evaluated in a very positive way by the 
attendees. Amongst the good practices 
she presented were some worker´s 
retention strategies in practice such as 
Salaries 12% over the average, monthly 
bonuses for attendance, individual 
Performance and Group Team 
Performance, transport Subsidy, 
permanent contracts after 2/3 years, 
no temporary external workers, reduce 
overtime to the minimum (professional 
& personal life balance), bank of Hours 
with 4 days work (10 hours/day) and 3 
days rest, health and life insurances 
and free physician in house for 
employees and families.  

 
Teresa Castro 
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VI.- EXPERT PRESENTATION 

Then the expert invited, Blanca González García, Labour and Social Security Inspector 
at Huelva delivered her presentation named "The Labour and Social Security 
Inspection Authority’s Actions in the Agriculture Sector".  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This presentation was highly appreciated by the attendees and included a clear 
explanation of issues and challenges, as well as the legal requirements especially 
related to working hours management and ended with the several action plans and 
campaigns of the Labour inspection; amongst them, these were detailed as they are 
the Current Campaigns:  

� Campaign to monitor risks associated with agriculture activities 
(machinery) 

� Campaign on working conditions for minors 
� Campaign on risk prevention integration 
� Other risk prevention management programs 
� Gender-focused labour risk prevention 
� Discriminatory conditions of immigrants 
� Wage discrimination 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blanca González García 
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After the presentation the Inspector answered to questions for 30 minutes; the 
questions touched a wide range of topics that covered many of the areas of the SMETA 
clauses such as working hours, regular employment, Health and Safety, Compensation 
and benefits, etc. 

 

VII.- OPEN DEBATE 

After this presentation there was a presentation of the results of the workshops, then 
a presentation about a Draft of Terms of Reference for the settlement of the Forums 
and then Sergio asked the participants to share the learnings of the day. These were 
some of them: 

 

1.- To know the limits and will of the stakeholders related to the supply chain about 
the Forum topics.  

2.- The access to the information directly from a Labour Inspector 

3.- Know new people and be able to share 
these important for all topics with them. 

4.- The growing trend of the companies on 
getting to know the workers conditions and 
the interest to improve them. 

5.- Co-working is important to know real 
cases of other companies. 

6.- Useful to know the agencies hiring 
procedure. 

7.- Talent retention. 

8.- Need to know deeper the requirements 
and needs of importers and retailers. 

9.- Best practices shared are very useful. 

10.- It would be useful to have more 
business cases in future forums to share 
the challenges that many share. 

11.- The engagement of everyone is of 
great value to go ahead all together. 

 12.- It has been important when talking about values of persons in 
order to achieve a general conscience more sustainable for everyone.  
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Finally a suggestion was debated regarding influencing in the Collective Bargainment 
agreements negotiations so they match the needs and the reality of the sector for 
each different company in the areas covered by the Forum (most of them in Huelva 
but also in other provinces). Agreements per products were suggested. It was also  
proposed to invite union representatives to future forums. 

To close the event, Charlotte Curtis from Marks & Spencer and  Marta Herránz from  
Berryworld , thanked to all the attendees their engagement and participation and 
invited them to the next Regional Forums that will take place next June. 

 

 

From the Conexion Social team we would like to thank all the participants for their 
participation and great work collaborating throughout the day of the Forum.   
 
At the same time we would like to thank the suppliers, importers and retailers who 
have presented their case studies and conferences or who have participated by 
facilitating the working groups; Aisha Aswani from The Coop, Jonathan Mason from AG 
Thames, Pepo Castilla from Soloberry, Nieves Martín from SAT Rio Cinca, Teresa Castro 
from Vitacress Charlotte Curtis from Marks & Spencer and Marta Herránz from 
Berryworld.   
 
Thanks also to the representatives of the Ethical Trading Initiative, Alessa Rigal and Ben 
Rutledge and to Pía Navazo from Business and Human Rights for their interesting 
exhibitions, and of course to Blanca González García, Inspector of Labor and Social 
Security of Huelva for her magnificent intervention. 
 
Finally, we wish to extend a GREAT THANK YOU to the people who formed the Working 
Group. Without your guidance, encouragement and support this Forum would not have 
been what it has been.   
 
Thank you and see you soon. 
 

Charlotte Curtis and Marta Herránz 
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VIII.-  LIST OF ATTENDEES 

 

Retailers:  

From THE CO-OP: Aisha Aswani 
From SAINSBURY´S: Rosa María Ballester 
From MARKS & SPENCER: Charlotte Curtis 
 

Importers:   

From AG THAMES : Jonathan Mason 
From ANGUS SOFT FRUITS: Maria Baptista and Francisco González Jerez 
From BERRY GARDENS, Ltd: Helder Cipriano 
From BERRYWORLD: Emma Henry and Marta Herranz 
From DPS: Jose Luis Gil Salguero 
From INTERNATIONAL PROCUREMENT AND LOGISTICS: Carolina Carral 
From MACK: Guadalupe Menacho 
From PRIMAFRUIT: Vicent Sala 
From S&A PRODUCE: Tamara Garrido 
From TOTAL WORLD FRESH: Felicity Wright and Antonio Gomez 
 
Alessa Rigal and Ben Rutledge from ETI 
Pía Navazo from Business and Human Rights 
 
 

Suppliers:  41 delegates from 31 companies 

AGRICOLA EL BOSQUE / AGROALIMENTARIA DEL SUR, SA / AGROMOLINILLO / 
AROFA, SL / ATLANTIC BLUE, SL / BERRYNEST SAT / BONAFRU SCA / COMPENSA 
AGROINNOVACION / CONSERVAS JARCHA SL / DRISCOLL´S DE ESPAÑA OPERACIONES 
SL / EL PILONAR SCA / EMERGOSOL / FRUTAS BORJA SL / GRUFESA SAT / GRUPO 
ALBA INT. , SLL / GRUPO CARTUJA / HORTIFRUT ESPAÑA SOUTHERN SUN, SL / 
MOGALLA SAT / ROYAL BERRIES, SL / ROYALCRESS, SA / SAT ELDORADO / SAT LAS 
PALMERITAS / SAT RIO CINCA / SAT SINTESIS / SOL FRUIT IMPORTS LTD / 
SOLOBERRY / SUREXPORT / TANY NATURE, SA / TIERRAS DEL CONDADO, SL / 
TORREMESA, SA / VITACRESS LTD 


